weak Rellich compactness property. Theorem 3.2 is based on a Sobolev type lemma communicated to the author by N. Meyers. A proof of this lemma is included as an appendix. Theorem 3.3 gives a simple condition on p(x) in case a(x) is uniformly definite on E n which ensures that the inclusion map H E n(p, a) Π L 2 (E n ) -* H E n(p) is compact. This weaker result is still sufficient for the application in § 5. In § 4 we give a necessary condition on p when a is uniformly definite. An example shows that the sufficient conditions of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are the best of their kind in this case. In § 5 we apply the preceding results to the determination of the oscillatory properties of the elliptic equation (1.3) Lu -Σ (G*i(#)wy) + p(x)u = 0 .
We say that ( [1] and [2] , in two respects. Our conditions apply directly to the coefficients a iS {x) and p(x), rather than to pointwise majorants. Furthermore our results are not based on the oscillation theory for ordinary differential equations. There is, however, some overlap between the results of [1] and [2] and ours, which will be pointed out later.
2* The case of a bounded domain* Our results for the unbounded domain E n will follow from a process of Cantor diagonalization over compact subdomains. Therefore we will need conditions guaranteeing that (p, a) has a Rellich compctness property for a bounded domain Ω with smooth boundary dΩ. The first result in this direction follows from an imbedding theorem for weighted Sobolev spaces due to Stampachia and Murthy [7] , which in turn followed easily from the corresponding result for classical Sobolev spaces, see Sobolev [5] . A special case of the Stampachia-Murthy So for u in B there is an ε, ε 0 <^ ε ^ e x with (2.2) where d is a constant independent of the particular u in I>. Now if R is the diameter of β, also by (2.2)
and C 2 is independent of u and ε. Also if 1 x -x 0 1 ^ ε
x-xj
Now square both sides and use the Schwartz inequality, integrating over I x -x Q | Ξg ε λ to derive
We reverse the integrals on the right and set y = x Q + t(x -x 0 ), obtaining
where C 3 only depends on R and ε 0 . From (2.3) and (2.4) we finally see that
JΩ
Thus there is a C independent of u such that
Integrate both sides with respect to x and interchange the order of integration on the right to obtain
JΩ JΩ
By a well known theorem of Bochner, see [6] p. 38, (2.5) and (2.6)
We see that the proof of Theorem 2.2 has yielded the following embedding theorem. THEOREM 
Let p(x) and Ω be as in Theorem 2.2. Then H Ω (p, I) is embedded in L 2 (Ω) by a compact mapping.
It should be observed that in the applications to differential equations in § 5 only smooth functions are used. Also in many applications a(x) will be uniformly definite and p(x) bounded from below and above by positive constants on bounded subdomains Ω of E n . In this case, where Theorem 2.1 applies anyway, the weak Rellich compactness of (p, a) over Ω follows from the classical Rellich selection principle referred to in § 1. Proof. The theorem is proved if we can establish the ineqality
where s(α)-*0 as α~> <χ>, e(a) and 7 are independent of u in H E n(p, I). For if {wj is a bounded sequence in -H^Op, /), by the results of the preceding section and Cantor diagonalization we can select a subsequence {u n]c } which is Cauchy in H Ω (p) for each bounded subdomain Ω of E n . But then (3.2) would show that {u U]c } was Cauchy in H E n(Ω), and hence convergent. This would establish the desired conclusion.
Thus we need to prove (3.2) for u in H E n{p, I). Without loss of generality assume that u is in C ι {E n ). Fix θ and let 1 ^ s < t. Then where δ is a positive constant. Our next theorem depends on a lemma related to a Sobolev type embedding theorem, see [3] . It differs from such embedding results in that instead of asserting that a function belongs to a certain Lebesgue class, it states that the function minus a suitable constant is in the Lebesgue space. This lemma was communicated to the author by N. Meyers. The proof is given in an appendix. for all x and y in E n . Theorem 3.2 gives conditions on p and q guranteeing that (p } a) has the Rellich compactness property. THEOREM In the case where a(x) is uniformly definite a simple bound on the growth of p(x) as x -> °° suffices to ensure a weaker compactness property of the pair {p y a). THEOREM 
Let q be such that (3.4) holds and a a constant such that (2n)(n
+ 2)" 1 < a ^ 2. Then if (i) p
If a(x) is uniformly definite and p(x)
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that a(x) = I and let B be a bounded set in H(p, I) Π L 2 (#»). For any function in L\E n ) with its gradient in U{E n ) the inequality
holds, see [4] where (3.9) is proved in greater generality. But then because of the growth condition on p{x) we have the estimate
where e(R) -• 0 as R -> ©o. As before we pick a sequence {u n } from 1? which converges in H{p) on each compact subset of E n . But (3.10) then shows that {u n } converges globally in H{p), and the proof is complete.
The following section contains an example to show that in the case a(x) = I the conditions p(x) e L nl2 (E n ) and p(x) = o(| a? |~2) of Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.2 are the best of their kind. By this is meant that p(x) e L nl2+ε (E n ) and p{x) = 0(| x |~2) will not be sufficient, 4* A necessary condition* In this section we limit ourselves to the case a(x) = I. In this case Theorem 4.1 provides a necessary condition for (p, I) to have the Rellich compactness property. THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (p, I) has the Rellich compactness property.
1} n -2, then p(x) must be in L\E 2 ). If n > 2 then necessarily
Proof. For positive numbers a and k consider the piecewise C 1 function u(x; a, k) defined to be identically zero for \x\ <La and I x I ^ a + k + 1, to be one for | x \ = a + 1, and to be linear in | x \ for a <: I x I ^ a + 1 and a + l^\x\^a
By obvious estimation of the denominator and multiplication of numerator and denominator by k 2~n we derive the estimate So (5 4) for functions with compact support, see [3] . Let fi (k) be a modification of /,-so that f£ h) -*/* in IS as k-* oo. Set Γ{x) = const. | x \ 2~n if n ^ 3 and Γ{x) = const, log [ a? [ if n = 2, so that JΓ -ε, where ε is the Dirac distribution with support at zero, and Δ = Σ?=i3 
